Most Versatile Westie in the WHWTCA Roving Specialty 2020
The Most Versatile Westie in the WHWTCA National Roving Specialty 2020 and the three runners up will
be awarded trophies based on the point system described below:
Dogs earn points by Qualifying, Placing or Passing in each entered class at selected events during
Thursday, Friday and Saturday of the WHWTCA National Roving Specialty. Each dog may earn a
maximum of six (6) points in each sport/area.
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To be eligible: A dog must qualify, place or pass in at least two different areas.
Points accumulate over all entered classes in these events:


However, no points for a dog with any obedience or Rally title in any CGC test. No points for
Try-It or Practice Splashes in Dock Diving.



Further, no points for a dog who qualifies or passes in a class two levels below his top titled
class. For example, an RE dog may earn points in the RM, RE, RA classes but not the Novice or
Intermediate Rally Classes.



Each dog may earn a maximum of six (6) points in each sport. Further places/pass/qualifies in
each sport serve only as tie-breakers.





Each dog earns points based on the following system over the period of competition:
o

+3 points for the first-time the dog places/passes/qualifies in each area over the days of
competition.

o

+2 points for the second-time the dog places/passes/qualifies in each area over the
week of competition.

o

+1 point for the third-time the dog places/passes/qualifies in each area over the week of
competition, RATI in Barn Hunt, or earning a CGC, CGCA, CGCU, FDC, or TT.

Ties will be broken by adding 0.1 points for each qualifying category beyond 2. Remaining ties by
adding 0.01 points for each first place finish. Remaining ties by adding 0.001 points for each
placement win in head-to-head competition. Remaining ties by adding 0.0001 points for each
excess place/pass/qualify not counted as 3/2/1 points. These extra points are only used to
break ties.

Awards will be presented after the conclusion of Westie judging on Sunday.
Examples:
1. An MX-MXJ dog enters MX & MXJ & NF at one trial. The dog fails MX and MXJ but qualifies in NF
will earn 3 points since he is working at his level in FAST. The dog who qualifies in MX and NF but
fails MXJ earns 5 points.
2. An MX-MXJ dog enters MX & MXJ & NF at two trials. The dog passes NF at the first trial and all
three at the second trial. The dog earns 6 points for passing at his level three times and no
additional points for the fourth pass.
3. An RE dog enters RE and RA at two separate trials. The dog passes RE once and RA once earns 5
points regardless of whether they were at the same trial.
4. A UD dog enters Preferred Utility and Preferred Open at two trials. The dog qualifies in all four
classes. The dog earns +6 points since PUTD and PCDX are both MVWIRS qualifying events for a
dog with a UD title.

